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Synopsis

This authoritative basic sciences overview has set the standard for review books for more than 60 years. The completely updated Eighteenth Edition offers contributions of renowned experts from every discipline who help students develop a confident approach to test-taking. Thousands of sample questions build familiarity with test formats—including USMLE, NBME, and FMGEMS—and help readers prepare for and pass these difficult licensure exams. Other features include comprehensive overviews of each subject area, extensive self-testing, and complete sample questions at the end of each chapter.
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Customer Reviews

With expertly edited sections that include: anatomy, biochemistry, immunology, microbiology, pathology, pharmacology, and behavioural sciences, "Rypin’s Basic Sciences Review" has everything medical and paramedical students need in order to build solid foundation in their studies. The book is very complete. It is elaborately illustrated; and offers explicit information on each of its broad sections. Also, useful self-test questions, which help readers evaluate their comprehension is available on both the text and its accompanied CD-ROM. The quality of the information this book presents is hard to rival. Thus, it surprises me that potential buyers have continued to underrate it.
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